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thq greatest implications of what is known about Easily communication
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are heeded to test specific hypotheses abut the nature of the.
cress by which family communication patterns shape.the developing
child's construction of the world- aroutd /him. (Author(n)
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OMMUV A N PAT ,r IN T1 it FAMILY: IMP .A 0 FOR AttA PIABILI' A

A fek yearn ago Jac

done in collaboration wit

d I publish a pape based on _research we had

All and others, calla "The Construction of Cocial

Reality. tin it we went into c Adorable detail on the role played by parent-child

on nunication structures in the hence, as ra determinant of various components of a

id'e cognitive development in relation to the world outside the immediate family

nment. The empirical findings, which I will summarize shortly hero, rather

strong and consistent across a variety of studies, including those done by us and by

others since the preparation of that overview. Family Communication Patterns, or

PCP as those of train its primary group of close acquaintances know it, is about

as trustworthy an independent variable cis 1 have encountered in some years of survey

research on mass media use and effects, political behavior, and interpersonal co -.

2
orientation.

But-my math purpose here is net to restate past findings, rather it is to out-

line an agenda for future research that can build on the first phase of FCP research,

which by this titre seems to have run its course. Three broad theoretical questions,

each of which is capable of generating empirical answers, uggest themselves. First,

What is the nature of the process by which habitual family communication patterns

structure a person's subsequent communication cognitive activity, and directed

social behavior Second, to what extent c _ propositions based on FCP research be

generalized to the functioning of social systems other than the family, such as work.

and peer groups, institutional ar_angements d community or even national "char-

enter "? Third, what does PCP research- predict about a person's capability in life,

after reaching adulthood and departing the family context, to,develcp the oommunica-

competenc and adaptabilities that seem to be necessary to fiction success-.

in modern society?3 gaph of these three questions can be answered narrowly,.

within the immediate boUnds of available empirical evidence, oI quite loosely in



the fashion of flue ..scar speculation and. hyperbole. Here r will try to steer a

middling course keeping an eye on the fixed points we are alreaay familiar with,

while at the name time pointing toward some roUtee for further eXploration.

The power Analog

Although the interplay between operation and n_ cia,l power tself a

fascinating topic, the most hopeful approach to the etudy of communication is as

a substitute, or Punctional eqUivalent, _ power relationships. 'Net an diplomacy

is said to be the alternative to war, so communication is the alternative people

have to attempts tc wield forcible control over one another. Most early studies of

parent-child relationships were analyses of lines of power; ordinarily these had to

do with the amount and kind of power parents exercised over their children. Home

relationships could be characterized as, for example, democratic, and participatory

on the one hand, or autocratic and repreSSive on the other. 'A given family could

be located at some point along the continuum between these extremes.

By analOgy, we originally assumed that communication structures could be arrayed

along a continuum that stretched from horses where youngsters were encouraged to ex-

amine several sides of an issue and to come to their own anclusiona about, it, to

the. opposite extreme where parents cautioned children not to argue worry

the world outside, nor to question the views of their elders. Our data-soon told

us that we were wrong in assuming that this simple dichotomy would locate the poles

of a single continuum. To be sure, we found families where one of these patterns

prevailed, and other families where the other was the characteristic pattern of

pattern f parent-child communication. But .the families "im.between" did not con-

sist of a single homogeneous group. There e some in Which'neither of the extreme

patterns was stressed, but there were also

simultaneously to send bOth messages to their children. This latter combination,

y families where theiparents seemed

which we found !most interesting can be r

muti_catic

edw students f interpersonal com-

subtle-form c the double- bind. Consider the evidence and draw your

4
.7.



oWn conclusions

harmony of our household.

parents in effect say, but don't internal

The Variable A-b X i del

The ox idtence of Chid fourth type of Family -- and we have e in etently found

ut equal numbers of each of the four types in various samples made it clear

mrly oh that we Would not be able to apply the simple dichotomous analogy

power structures to family communication .4 For empirical reations we needed

a conceptual odel that would provide separately for the.presenee or absence of

each of the two general patterns of parent -child interaction. For thin purpose we

chose an adaptation of liewcomble A-B-X model of communication.5

In the A-B-X model, the interactants are labeled persons A and B, and they are

suited to be eooriented to one another and to an external topic of mutual interest,

which is labeled X. From A's point of view, there exist four cognitions: his

feelings toward the other person (A-B relations) his feelings about the topic' of

communication -(A-X relations), his estimate of the other person's feelings toward

him (pereeiVed B-A relations) and his timate of the other person's feelings about

the topic toward Which they are cooriented (perceived B-X relations). From B's

point of vier a si ni.lar set of four cognitions are assumed to exist. An external

observer can, by interrogation of A and B, gather estimates of eight of these

cognitions in a cooriertation situation and thus put himself in a position to describe

the total A-!B-X system from an "objective" viewpoint that would be impossible for

either A or !B to construct alone.

Coo ientational 'Methods have indeed been used this way, for such h-diverse

purposes asimarriage counseling and interveation in community controversies.7 But'

one_of the cost typical findings in field studies is that, the A B-X situation is

oftents incomplete one Whereas the model assumes that all eight cognitions de-

scribed,in e previous paragraph exist, often in fact several of them do not.---Many

people trite th one another-without giving much thought to, say, the other



person's 11-X relations. Instead of aeiaunming that ne relations cons

net of givens applicable to every situation, It maker' bettor gentle to treat them

as variables. To simplifY the model for discursive purnoaen, one can conceive of

a variable A -t3 -X model, in which either of two kinds of relations may be either

present or absont. in, A-13 relations may or may not be relevant, and the

lame holds for A-X .X rel Lions.

The fourfold typology that in generated by these two dtchotomien coincides

nicely with the four types of families I described earlier. As those who have

followed thin renearch literature know, we have given distinctive labels to each

of the four types. Families in which only A-B relations, i.e. considerations of

interpersonal harmony and deference to elders, are stressed we have called "pro-

tective" families. The contrasting type, where A-X and B-X relations (i.e.

Aoncentration on external issues and their merits) are stressed without rofe

to interpersonal considerations, is called a "pluralistic family. If the parents

do not stress either kind of relation, we call it a "laissez- faire" family. Finally,

there are "consensual" families, where parents attempt t t emphasis on both A-B

and A-X considerations.

The label "consensual" represents a hypothesis, and one for which we have

supporting evidence. Newcomb's model predicts that interpersonalcommunicatio will

be characterized by "strain toward symmetry", which among other lings would mean

a tendency for positively attracted pairs of persons (like the typical parent and

child }.to become more similar in their, opinions over time.8 yackinan revie d data

from several quite different studies, however, and found little evidence of increased

agreement within interacting dyads.9 Newcomb' "symmetry" principle turns out not

to be a strong theory in the sense. of empirical prediction. What, it relay be

is.a statement of the conditions that are necessary for interpersonal consensus-

building to occur. That is, if wedecomposethe fall- A-B-X model into its separate

assumptions the "strain. toward symmetry" Newcomb predicts would .only be expected

within an interpersonal system in Which both A-B and A -X relations are defined as

6



1-n1Po-rte.:It.
short, :hid woo .d occur only in the type of family we have called

u
en

ucondeta k In one field experiment on husband -wife dincunnion of carrent news

topics, the greatest change in the direction of coorientational sg

deed r upd within the consensual family type.
10

rota was in-

hypothetical Functions F P

While the connensual home in perhaps the most interesting from a theorotica1

standpoint, the greatest empirical ontrast in usually t between _ protective

(A-B) and pluralistic A-X) types. Children from the former are lowest and from

the latter highest, for example, in sensitivity to the informational level in a

perduasive message
11

; grade average in echool
12. and feeling an obligation to bej

politically activo when they grow up
13 The children of protective families spend

the most time watching television and the least time reading newspapers1, and are

the ones who see the-greatest commonality between themselves and TV's most celebrated

bigot,, Archie Bunlcer.15 The pluralistic children stand out in such respects as

scoring very high on measures of political knowledg
16) spending the least time

with TV17' and in exhibiting no correlation between their own media and hat of

their pa ts.
18 Pluralistic families are the ones in which conflicts over which TV

program to watch are most often settled by-compromise or vote, rather than by the

parents simply asserting their power prerogatives.19 Pluralisticparents do not

come to agree with one another more following discussion of current news issues,

but they are the type most likely to increase the accuracy of their perceptions of

one another's opinions; protective parents, by contrast instead of bedeming more

accurate or agreeing more simply come to believe incor ectly) that they have

reached greater agreement

While those contrasts between pluralistics and prote ti add up to

oherent pattern, the children in consensual homes display some fascinating dis-

cont

thin

For example, they report the highest levels of, attention to news in

yet they score the lowest of. any group on measures of political knowledge
21



and of cognitive differentiation in ana t While the parents

in consensual homes are politically well ini`ormed, the only item on Which their

children are better informed than their peers is Bemire. ts knowledge of the parentn'

political party preference.23 Despite spending a lot of time on homework, consensual

24
youngsters do not get especially good grades. Although these findings are far

from definitive, they do coincide with our assumption that some of the internal

tensions associated with a communicatory double-bihd exist within the child who

must cope with the cosensUal family's emphasis on the total A-B-X'syntem.

While empirical findings like these continue to accumulate, very little work

has been directed toward the underlying theoretical problem of explaining why they

occur. l,et one suggest some alternative explanations. One might be that of simple

practice. The child in the pluralistic home is encouraged to work with ideas and

information; consequently he ,should become more skilledsin this regard than his

peers. ('he fact that the consensual child is similarly encouraged without ac-

quiring commensurate,eRills would argue against thin explanation, however.) Another

simple approach would be a hypothesis of reverse causation: parents who find them-
_

eelves confronted with a child who is' actively acqUiring and processing information

about the world outside have little choice but to permit a great deal of pluralism

in family discussions. (Again, this explanation is more difficult to employ in ac-

counting flow the discontinUities in the behavioral patterns of consensual, children.)

A third proposition that has been advanced in teleological in character: consensual

families Move toward agreement, pluralistics toward greater accuracy, and protectives

toward higher perceived agreement ngruency") all because those are the implicit

goals of those kinds of families. This approach is essentially an expansion of

Newcomb's "strain toward symmetry" hypothesis, adding in effect companion hypotheies

of strainatoward accuracy when only A-X and B-X are attended to, and

toward congruency_ t n only A-B relations are important. But to expand the number

Of descriptive hypotheses is not'to advance an explanation of why they might-occur.

If anything, it serves to compound the mystery.



A variant on the "pract ee hypothesis would be a e expl

g based upon field survey questionnaires as a data collection method, our re-

search has not observed parent-child interaction closely enough to ascertain whether

parental emphases include pont-behavioral reinforcements (positive br negative) to

any significant extent. We have asked "how much" d "how often" parents "say"

or "stress" various A-13 and A-X themes, but in this form of measurement the person

is eked to gum across Many yearn 'of habitual interaction and give an overall edti-

of frerueney or emphania. Whether these parental be1-vi admonitions

in advance of possible b ha vioral choices on the part 'of the child,. or instead consist

of reactions to behaviors the child has already emitted, can not easily be determined

with the kind of data we have accumulated to date. To the extent that the latter, post-

behavioral, instance predominates, one might advance and test various propositions about

the power of parental communication to shape the child's habitual behavior by various

schedules of reinforcement.

Some of the items we have used in our measuring instruments seem to describe

post-behavioral reactions. Examples! "How often do yoUr parents ens assns

ments by saying something like, 'You'll know better when you grow up'?" w often

do they admit that children know more about some things than adults ?" Other items

refer instead to events that would probably Occur prior to the child's own behavior

such as "How much do your parents emphasize that getting your ideas across is im-
.

portant even if others don't like it ?" and How much do your parents talk at home

about things like politico and religion, where,one person takes_a different side

from the other?"

If these latter communicatory acts occur before the child has actual done

anything they cannot serve a reinforcement. function its the noreal sense at

term. Instead, they

the future.

cent fem intended as guidelines for the child to follow in

tion has been that such guidelines precede and organize the

hild's personal, construction" of the world as he encounters it in the process of

growing up. PCP does not merely correlate with other behaviors-that occur in the

Ly; as noted above, it is a strong and systematic predictor of-cognitive as well

ehavioral events that occur It other contexts in school, in reaction toAvr-

ive es, in the use of mass media, and so forth.



What in the t of thin nt.ructure that the child appttrentl

the farni,ly but CA lea out.into the r f the world? l have already outlined flame

assumptions that we have made in reaponne to that very large queetion.

limned that it id organized along the general linen of the A-B-X model, with A-B

and A-X relations being variabled rather than givens. Much of the rencarch has

very literally followed thin mOdei, treating each of the two FCP dimensions ad a

separate graded variable and entering them both into regression equations as a block

of predictors; nometimee one in a strong predictor d the other not, i ietimed they

predict in opposite directions, and occa ionally they both predict depeident var.

iable in the same direction.

The model we have preferred, however, goes a step further d assume that

these two dimeesione will interact in the ase where both are

to say the conseneual family, ;in this

earlier), a regression analynin that includes a multiplitative term representing

the interaction of the two dimensiona Co technically feasible. Unfortunately, the

latter procedure -- which is the more comprehensive from a statistical ntandpoint

admits severe technical difficulties. One of the happy urea of the two PCP

dimensions is that they tend to be un orrelated with one another; this means that

there is very little problem with multicollinearity when both are entered in the

ultiple regression equation. But when the two values are multiplied to produce

high, which in

i her a four-fold typology (as outlined

an interaction term, the resulting product is of course highly multicollinear with

both of the dimensions of which it is'the product.2 To-enter the two main effects

and the interadtion into a single analysis produces beta coefficients that defy

interpretation.

MeanWhile our theoretics f the process not advanced by toy=

ing with.more elaborate

-ology and consider two theories communication, either of which might account

for at least same of the .empirical. findings. For the sake of familiarity-1 will call

these. the selective perception and 'I:information-seeking" hypotheses.

Let me return to the four -fold



delecttve perception is a we

effects r eearch. tt is derived

in Xr ch and t ield'n princi

in its natural state is organized

atablist d principle in mi

m gestalt psychology, and is

i cat ion

listed

that (1) the perceptual and cognitive field

meaningful, and (2) perception is functionally

lective.26 A family canmunication structure that in organized along, _ay, A-X

lines becomen it effect a "cognitive Ofe that the child An use in making sense

out of the many stimuli that reach him via'his communicatory and experiential daily

life. Phone itenin that fit an A-X structure, such an the content of arguments, w111

tend to be noticed and retained; tt' se that seem irrelevant to A.X considerations

will either not be noticed or be easily forgotten. The child from an A-B family

environment will, on the other hand, select from the totality of stimuli in his en-

vironment theft which fit the structure in which he has learned to perceive the

world. These will quite likely be different aspects from those selected by the A-X

child. There in experimental evidence, example, that pluralistic adolaccents

(from_A-X homes) are much more attentive to the content.ot persuasive messages,

whereas the consennuals (from A-B-X homes) are more sensitive to the source the

to the message itself 27 protective; (A -B) respond to the -prestige of a message

Source, but neither to the source's expertness nor to the content of the message

itself.
28

Information-seeking is a hypothesis that places the child in a more active (less

reactive) role vis-a-vis his environment. Here the.aseumption is that, when con-

fronted with an ambiguous or unstructured' situation,' the child from an A-B home

will search for cues that will help him make sense of things on the basis of the

people involved,71hereas the A-X person will instead lookfOr resolution in the ab-

stract content of the situation. There is less rese.arch evidence relevant to this

_thesis than to any of the others I have mentioned here. In one survey, adults were

posed a. mythical imbalandedA7B-X situation: a plan they had thought to be very good

ejected as unsuitable by a person they liked and admired.29 Those who had come



rpm plUialin hones wathe

tion activity such as counters

Pond with dircot co a-
,

g, or askik the Person why he held this contrary

opinion.- Those from protective homes by contr were moot likely to.say they

would experience in upset, and either seek support for their position from

other people) or withdraw frOM the dilemma by, for example, giving up on the plan

they had originally thought to c-be a good one. 'The consensuals would be most likely

to seek an authoritative solution by referring the dispute to a third party to

decide. Note that it is the A-B families products who seek, their "information"

in the form of opinions of other people, and the A-X people who instead seek informa-

tion about the issue itself. \

A final hypothesis worth consideration in connection th certain findings is

that of de facto selective exposure. It is often observed that people tend tO be

exposed to messages that are congenial to the opinions they already hold. As Seard

and Freedman have observed in a review of a number, of these studies, however, this

selectivity can usually be accounted for by the messages that are sent to a person.

rather than by an active preference on the pers part for such messages.30 A

family is a locus of message-sending, and we might easonably assume that A-X families

will share content-related information more than will A4.13 families.' AS mentioned

earlier, an experiMental discussion between husbands and .wives produced, an increase

in perceived agreement (congruency) despite no change in actual agreement in,PrO-.

. tective couples.31 The explanation for this probably lies in selective message-

sending. Since only their interpersonal ON-'.0 relationship, and not the, issue

being discussed, is defin0 as, important by these couples, each person should be

expected to find
__
those areas of the .overall issue. off which they agreed, and. to talk

tly about them. Areas of disagreement would be avoided, so that eadh,person would

the two of them agreed more fully than vat actually the case.

ignerancen can easily be fostered-bY seleetive patterns-

In pluralistic homes, too there was no increase in agree

but because these couples w'ere not concerned about'A-B problems they



these by eses is sul'flet_ent

An, FOLD relleArch, -lione Of tThez
1 I

<oxint far all of ttLe resi

heir- di_Ifeterncfta

their p.ereeptions e f one apotbet

rester f vossiblft by-so-the

emplrLeaa..tilemieo of acteerunication in general: reinforcement, selective

xcerti-011 info ion- es de facto selective-exposure, etc An r: one of

to sere sght.ch -erphadn

e e- stacengLy.

trodology many rq a7Tee

Mot t-c sliggest trot the correct' answer lies some ere in this little

to explain certain ftniingp that have been reported
/

o be a, comprehensive heory- that would ac-

dy has attempted to pit one hypothesis against

sore different observed. phenomen predicts
, .

To do this kind of, research `would require modifying

purpose in ou,tlining these hypotheses here,

list, but=

'& her ,t,o'pdoint out the air-fere:1 es among them in the hope of stimulating new forms
= k

f, inivwtivati.on. It irs3ritre1 i, be that the most satisfying theory will turnout -not

be -my 01 those have tnnerated abovb. They t2..re after all

shopwanti sind no one of :them hew 6een thunderingly successful

es e 012an&ni Cat 10n Pllealtnalerja

ak4 nibre tkieoretiCaallyi bated studies o

borrowed and rather

in explaining other

But I do believe that the time has come for ''us.

Some Ca s.gin Generalization.to Other Sy

cation patterns.

tens

En the oeurly phase otWC? research, we often suggested that .A-B-X

C

uodel -,pr-oftiabry. be,,

-th ean- -t Win,' nod

groups, Bch ol= eavirottnieri

and ao on?

satOtIon. that 7C! tuinctiona

"I.a- not bc stay.' -that none off .1the

Otter

alined to the- staof social:oicro systems other

d it to analysis of e socializing ,effects of peer

r g z i church structures, foinal groups,

efly to enter some evidence age,irnst the easy as

have direct afialogs.in Other social--spheres. Ohl

inciples, developed: from f &filly studies. applies to

tr ttireS3 . ewe oof them surely do.

a -_Ora genemailzat ion of

for .,13, C

there
analogs .

But we have already found s e

a oh) and no one has yet looked



One ,reasons for this that there is no basis for expect-1m any other ins tu-

o have the socializing force of he -family.- A child nters -the family at

d stays in it 'throughout what are widelyerally,:the -nos_ essionsible

thought :to he "the formative years." 'While "learning" and "development may continue

throughout life, early learning spread

are emerging and cognitive structures formed; it should have a more pervasive im-

.

the years in which cognitive capacities

pact than-later increments to that base. Since most of our eamily. studies are e

of young the family -is the single environment in which:mostof children

of the people involved will have spent the greatest amount

should not anticipate that any

ructures will be rivaled inothe

tributable- to,other social systems.

f time Consequently we

omminicationthe impact of fauLily

empirical intensity by 'analogous results at-

A second reason wh

.of other in 13 itut JO

likely to rshsdow,erc

lance between families

ricall.y those

and less

of ot er. institirt

e f lyr will emphasize A-B relations, and another A-X,

members see this as quite'

studied example, the school.

xis, and in each the

pprOpriite and de.eirable . Compere this toe. commonly

While one teacher may vary con iderab

in pedagogical -styler the overriding purpose of be educational system is 1 -X in

ture; further, the child ordinarilY moves- from one teacher to-,another ill succeed-

condary =school) , soing -years (in elementary school) or in suceedirg

that inter-teacher sty-le-differences will rare 'be sustained. Long enough t

a very strong or per/ rent mark tUdent, deve_

..selves may differ- in conricatory style; very antoSratiC (A»

contrast vividly With say, participatory mPdes of learning.

hoots them'-

eaching methods

till' the variance

: between schools is probp' far less than that among families; 'rather 'few Children-
.

re-educated in schooli that are consistent in communicatory structure throughout
, ,

: 'the growing years,- al:Atli:1w ,"- who arehave in many cases been sent there'by families
,

selected these ahools becauSe they ar extensions of the family structure.
,

. .- .., ,



m is

y FCP nces

el things that par

o not oc ih other interpersonal Tel

Speer . la one ye started with

from the FCP measurement !battery. When, we
/

school students, it soon';bece4ae obvious the.

Adolescents would not t

get their ideas across

peer4.roup contex

g

not be ford- in other social vir

do and easy- to their children. simply

hips. A prime example is the adolescent

list of five A=B and five items

led to pretest -these on some -second

most of them were ludicrous tn the

ink of telling their friends that they

even if others don't. like them, that it is t
finally did cone-up with a truncated net of two A-B items and

A-% items, and did find, some very weak evidence of genere,lizabilit of FCP find7

Inge to peer iommunicatiort structures.2,) In general-, parents occupy the special

role of being both social and cognitive mentors their children, 'and. other -social__
.1

institution ee r ttempt-to perform most of-the socialUin functions

that awn sss pried parents ety.

A further ea a that w ha find eVidence that the two-dimensionel_FCP

structure 't have described throughout this paper does necessarily amid:lap

outside kinds of populations we have typically sampled. tudies, conducted in

other countries) usually with only a couple of item representing each dimension,
1

, .

have' ',0 i d the robustness. of major- overal 1 conclusions . But in _e samples
. ,,..

the s break 'down into more -two. 'One comparison f black wad white ,,-

......,

Wisconsin;
,,lie in Wisconsin; cities found that, while the twO-factor Model fit whites quite

well,,, at lea 'perhaps two were needs& to describe
-

black 'azelldes h pt. to generalize .r1" findings 'to other kinds of
..___ _ .

a ems we woad do well to oiVertcl er effort one studies the family

suspect that a thorough examination of the re cability of

soils of the studies 'have s ized. o would, show that 'the picture is .no

nearly s Might- have implied here.

1



e Beyond the Family in Time and Space

osium has to do with the role of communication

preps. people for adaptation to a changing, imoderni " world. Obviously

from all 1= have said to tItis point, i believe that the structure. of cammuniCation

In the famdlibms a great :_deal to do with Specifically,-it-appear as though

the "protective parents are attempting to ward off a threatening worldoutside

the honey audit is ironic -- albeit unfortunate -- that in doing so they leave

their children less capable of self-protection than others are. When we h

.r.

ducted experiments with c liege students lor instance; those from protect_

a

ounds are the most suSceptible to.persuasive messages_

4

o lines of theory bear striking simiLaritie to what seems to be bccurr

mom= FCl research;

- persuasion as a consequence of.exposure to counterarguments

vironment in effect prepares -the youngster to

One is McGuire' 3:10WC work. on "roam mization" agairist

The A -k family

withstand persuasion

Ilnizatio6- 4hrot i preaentetion of more than one

related model is Bernstein!

usge learning

attempts

concept of "elaborated" d "restricted ".

Those who rw up in a:closed social,subsysten-that
, -

ated code are thereby renderedin its own res

expectations of other. subsystems

if only loosely, :to thit description.. By - contra

--code that is used univereally in the society can

another in life with Attleloss:in communicator;

is groUnded in the British social class ecru_

'of the transmission of work_

IA theoretically applicable

separated strata.

Socioeconomic status is often suggested as

e have incorporated an SES index into regress

incapable

des in lang-
..

communicates

adapting to, the
-

e protective faMily corresponds

ese 'who-learn the "elaborate

eat from one situation to

While Nernst

are, and .is advenced. as an planation

clime limitatidns'from onegener n to,an tiler, it.

o horizontal divisions of'scoletY a Well as to



FCP and SES accomt for about equal amounts of variance in moi

lesp'and-are only moderate

dependent

related with one another,37 Generally,

) This has provided-B relations- are associated .:with low SES and A-X...writh high

pirical

Lion- any urvek

self - explain

the extent that the two predicto

lexive offer SFS' as an alternative explana-

cal' perspective SES does-not in it-

locatea-differences between social at

-e intercorrelated PCP might be viewed as

explanation of differences between socioeconomic levels in society,. rather

vice-versa. -BecaUse.onr earch interests have

atd sec hl psychological Variable

focused .mainly on communication

are has been: little study of the relationship

between FCP and- social stru ture. Students from less-developed countrlee, where

-social stratifica to tends to be- extreme and A-B relations e

"imps, butfit was the cdnsensuals who actpa

communication, ofte:e19re

--there -has beet muc

the fai-SES-

Amost intrigUing value judgmeht e neart of the relati

s particular

More specillatidn th

of the,condenSusI find pluralisti, _f child rearm. - As professional cots

municatbrsiwe mient think in terms of either of two broad roles: the informative,

the persuasive. It appears overall that the,pluralistic Fe? is roost `likely to

produce kmowledgeable and ve atile persons,- but consensual tuakTwell be superior

in pieparing a person for.perspersuasive roles in life. Note again the,difference Fie-

tveen the two types of!famil `Lti our te.]. discussion:

plUralistic couples became more accurateAt the perceptions of one another opines

wed closer to 0, family consensus on

,the -topics they'llseussed.39 There are:not'status differences, as these-t40 types

,° of families are about equal on SES indicators; what_ is being produced:. are role dif-L

,

-ferences.- To -put if in terms you. mi expect- of a Jourtalism.professo the

pluralistics seem tolDeprePar to be reporters and editors wtile,-61eConsenauals

well echooledtc;r careers in public relatiOns and advertising.
_



n current performance, rte should not hestitate to prefer

the Pluralistic mode As young people, these. are the ones who are getting the

out of their educational opportunities and the extended "education" available

via the mass media; they are also be thoroughly socialized to the

political world they will have to cope with as adult oitizens. mo same cannot

be said of the consensuals, but'ttmay-bethat-their experience .Wbalanc-

ing A-B and A-X cnsiderations in their-youth Willprepare them better for some

important roles in adult life. The- longitudinal resear

assess thib Possibility has-not been 1,uidertaken, to date. For

been preoccupied. with youth -and have done little to determine,

would be needed to

that grow out of different PCP ba

The term_%daptability" irtthe subtitle

of indilriduals -and its relationship to FCP should be kai alsed

f Lies.een-beexpected-to-modi .their beharior-in-later-li e-primarily

in terms of communicable content, by inforMation'beeking-.and shares

---ds should organize' their behavior on the basis

.
ships and feelings, of group solidarity. The term "change"

tribute'of,the social enviromnent surrounds the indiVidila -16ns-range questions

Those-..from

ersonal relation-

btitle is an at-

have to do witelittich'IPCP backgroiu d produCes persons iiho are

changes in society and CO better equipped to adapt - their b

.

search record it appears that the-plata-Us-tics are nost likely to dat6

sensitive to

to'those changes.

-

criteria. But' I also suspect that the-conten- (c) care more

about the_chanses that doi occur and so (1) be more likely
_

ge their own be-

havior in adaptive -ways.

In the I3 years since ve began FCP research, it has ber na

.

path., The basic method of data colliction has been the survey questionnaire, and

A'

the Fa' dimensions have been used as independent variables to predict a variety of
w ,



commMnica

measured in Ivey

few studies;; standard, communication experiments have beeh run and the dependent

hese depez lent variables have been also

the data are simply correlational. In a

variable -Wbeen differential reactions of the various,FCP.types to the same

experimental vex

these findings too

dy of rese

accumulation of finding

the perspective. of attributing causation.tcFCP,

---
c rrelational. .To the extent that there is.a. "theory"

_

post hoc.

consists of a- assumptions. overlaid with an

e approach to eory has been largely inductive and

There have beer sporadic attempts to replicate FCP findings in -Studies

other than the fami _creasing generaliz_

le this, paper dDes not pretend be afAll or formal= a pos t=on of a

theory of family communication, it is an argument -for renewed theoretical dere op

arprent-has-seVer-- -implications. One -is that we.shOuld concentrate

on family communication as such, rather than try to expand hazy generalizations

from families to other groups d institutions and we should grapple much more

specifically ,with the explication and testing of theoretical propositions about

the .ways- in Igiaich f 'Cumaamicationfunctions.- This will almost Surely entail

methodologies that are quite different from those we have used in,the past. Firsts

.

hand observation experimental variation, and longitudinal des
. .

The, latter isparticba ply important because- the greatest implication of what we

think. knowahout iamily caansanication have to do-with developments that occur-
,

_long after the

the world. Both4obServationakaxa experimental-ingenuity'arle needed, if we are _to

child.mstures and leaves the family to take an independent-pIace'l-

teat spebifiehypotheses about the nature of the process by which family -ommunica-

tion patternajhape the developing child's construction -of the world around him.

Thin_ aamittedly_sa_ambitious-research-agenda. rt'cuts-across convention

ac amic-discipline child development to social psychology to interpersonal
7



conmunioation to naas communication. it has implications for related fields such

as consumer behavior education social stratiiication and political sociali ze-

It will require coordinated and

very different nethods of data collection, whose work:can only be unified by a

Such truly interdisciplinary- programs

f research are exceedingly rare in social science, so the challenge is-a-for/111d-

collaborative.efforts of specialists inion

ommonly understood canoe

able one. Perhaps -that is nd it so appealing



:CAL UESTICNNAIRE'ITMS WARMING FAMIWOOMMICATI PATTERNS

1. These are ome of the things that parents say. to their- children as they are growing
tip.- I'd -likeyou to think about your family conversations-and then to me for each
of :the following items how wfrequently you have heard similar things whether, very
often often sometimes; rarely or

jUD
a. Tell you hat.:their:Ideas.are.correct

and that Ta_sholawtquestiokth6m
CA-By

b. Bay'that you shoUld:always look at both
sides of an issue 0,40

swer your pigments by saying sanething
like'"Yoli'Ll know better when you grow
up" 'A-B)

__--
Say that'you should 'give'in on arguments
ratiaer_than makiug people-angry (A-B

Admit that yoli know more- about sane` th
than adults, do (A -x)

Teak at home about things like politide
or religion, where one person takes a
'different aide from others (A X)

hrk

r 7

.f Now could, you,:tell' me how much yOur parents emphasize the foll ig thugs, 'whether
von mu h, pretty s,ich somewhat not too much or not at.

Do they _emphasize."-.
a. '-.That it id iMpcirtant to get your ideas across

even if' others don't like A -X )

_b. at member of,yoUr 'family should have
some spy in family crecisions,(A-X)

That you shouldn't argue with 'adults A7B

That the bee way to stay out of trouble is
to keep= away fr it A-B
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